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Abstract. Gravity wave (GW) remote sensing from space
now has reached a stage of maturity that some first confine-
ments for GW modeling can be deduced. This is in particular
due to global distributions of absolute values of GW momen-
tum flux from infrared limb sounders and due to 2-D maps
of the horizontal wave field provided by nadir viewing instru-
ments. The logical step forward is an infrared limb imager
(ILI) which combines the good vertical resolution of limb
sounding with horizontal mapping capabilities and provides
3-D images of the GW temperature structures. In this paper
we investigate 1) how an ILI advances measurements of GW
momentum flux, 2) which additional benefits are achieved by
limb imaging of GWs, and 3) how an ILI compares to other
GW momentum flux measurements, in-situ, ground-based,
and from space. In particular, the large advance made by
gaining regular 3-D sampling is demonstrated.
1 Introduction
Gravity waves (GWs) are an important coupling process con-
veying momentum from the troposphere into the middle and
upper atmosphere. It has long been recognized that primarily
GWs cause the wind reversal in the upper mesosphere, the
cold summer mesopause and the mesospheric vortex break
down (McLandress, 1998). They contribute to the strato-
spheric Brewer-Dobson circulation and provide the majority
of the wave drag driving the summer time branch (Alexan-
der and Rosenlof, 2003) and they contribute about half of
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the momentum driving the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO)
(Dunkerton, 1997). The QBO, in turn, strongly influences
mixing processes between tropics and extratropics in the
stratosphere (Shuckburgh et al., 2001) and the reaction of the
atmosphere on the solar cycle (Mayr et al., 2006, 2007). Re-
cent modeling results indicate that GWs are important for
tropospheric variability in climate change (Sigmond et al.,
2007, 2008) and contribute at least one third to the accelera-
tion of the Brewer-Dobson circulation, which is a predicted
consequence of anthropogenic climate change (McLandress
and Shepherd, 2008).
Gravity waves are mesoscale waves. Their horizontal
wavelengths range from a few 10 km to the order of 1000 km.
This makes them challenging to measure from space. How-
ever, only satellite instruments can provide the global cov-
erage above both land and oceans, which is required to esti-
mate the global effects of GWs on the atmosphere mentioned
above. Preusse et al. (2008) discuss which horizontal and
vertical wavelengths of GWs are important for driving the
middle atmosphere. They also show the sub-ranges of this
wavelength regime covered by the different spaceborne mea-
surement techniques and review our current current knowl-
edge of the relative importance of these sub-ranges. Here we
focus on the quality of the deduced GW parameters and how
limb imaging can provide the fundamental advance from ab-
solute values to direction resolved gravity wave momentum
flux.
Very recently, space based measurements reached a matu-
rity that they actually can be used to constrain GW param-
eterizations or global models capable to resolve part of the
GW spectrum. For instance, Ern et al. (2006) used CRISTA
measurements of the absolute value of GW momentum flux
to constrain tuneable parameters of the Warner and McIntyre
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Fig. 1. Three-dimensional sampling of the discussed infrared limb imager. In the dynamics mode interferograms are taken every 50 km
along the orbital track. The vertical extent of a single element is about 500 m. Measurements are taken in 14 columns of each 24 km width,
resulting in 14 parallel tracks of altitude profiles.
GW parameterization scheme (Warner and McIntyre, 2001).
Eckermann et al. (2006) validated a gravity wave resolv-
ing general circulation model (GCM), a mesoscale model
and a dedicated mountain wave model by microwave nadir
measurements of a mountain wave above the Scandinavian
mountain ridge. Both examples demonstrate that resolving
horizontal wave structures is essential. The next logical step
is therefore to resolve the wave fronts in all three dimen-
sions, i.e. map the horizontal wave structures (as done by
nadir sounding instruments) at the good vertical resolution
provided by the limb sounding instruments. On a case study
basis this can be approached by combining the data from
nadir and limb viewing satellite instruments (Alexander et
al., 2008a). However, the two types of instruments observe
very different parts of the GW spectrum with only a small
overlap (Preusse et al., 2008) and for a systematic survey
we therefore need to measure horizontal and vertical wave
structure by the same instrument. This can be obtained by an
infrared limb imager (ILI). Recent advances in detector tech-
nology now make ILIs technically feasible (Friedl-Vallon et
al., 2006).
The relevant technical parameters for the ILI considered
in this study are illustrated in Fig. 1. The vertical coverage is
48 km and the horizontal coverage 320 km. The spatial sam-
pling in vertical direction is 0.5 km, in horizontal direction it
is 24 km. These data are taken simultaneously by the imaging
technique resulting in 14 parallel tracks of vertical profiles.
The along track sampling distance is 50 km. The sampling
geometry has been chosen in acccordance with our experi-
ences from deducing GW momentum flux from CRISTA and
the conclusions drawn by Ern et al. (2004). The spectral sam-
pling of the instrument is 1.25 cm−1 in two spectral bands
from 770 to 980 cm−1 and from 1070 to 1650 cm−1. The
sensitivity is assumed to be better than 1 nW/(cm2 sr cm−1)
in the relevant spectral regions.
A general overview of the scientific objectives benefitting
particularly from this new technology is given by Riese et al.
(2005), and in a companion paper by Adams et al. (2008) we
discuss the use of oversampling clouds by an inherent, high
resolution cloud measuring mode sampling every 500 m in
vertical direction and every 4 km across-track.
In the current paper we describe how an ILI can revolu-
tionize space based GW measurements. The paper is orga-
nized as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe how GW momentum
flux can be calculated from temperature measurements. We
describe the leading error sources of current generation mea-
surements and demonstrate how a limb imager can largely
reduce or completely avoid such uncertainties. In Sect. 3 we
discuss, how the regularly sampled, three-dimensional data
of an ILI will advance measurement-modeling comparison
and GW-source identification by GW backtracing. Section 4
compares different techniques to measure GW momentum
flux, including in-situ and ground based measurements. It is
discussed which techniques can be used to validate the re-
sults obtained by an ILI. It is also shown that an ILI is our
only option to gain global distributions of GW momentum
flux for a wide spectral range of GWs and for a wider alti-
tude range. Finally, we will summarize the results and give
an outlook, which new analysis methods will have to be de-
veloped to fully exploit this new technology.
2 Momentum flux inference and limitations of current
satellite measurements
The vertical flux of the horizontal pseudomomentum(
FPx, FPy
)
carried by a GW is given by Fritts and Alexander
(2003)
(
FPx, FPy
) = ρ¯ (1 − f 2
ωˆ2
)(
u′w′, v′w′
)
, (1)
where ρ¯ is the density of the background atmosphere, f
is the Coriolis parameter, ωˆ is the intrinsic GW frequency
and
(
u′, v′, w′
)
is the wind perturbation in (x, y, z) direc-
tion caused by the GW. The optimal method to measure GW
momentum flux would therefore be to measure spectra of
all three wind velocity components (u, v,w) in a reference
system moving with the background wind (u¯, v¯). We will
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discuss in Sect. 4 how close any given instruments, ground-
based, in-situ or spaceborne, can fulfill this aim. One of the
chief difficulties is that typical vertical wind velocities w′ in
the stratosphere are smaller than 1 ms−1. This makes direct
measurements of
(
u′w′, v′w′
)
from space infeasible. How-
ever, to circumvent this difficulty, GW momentum flux can
also be inferred from temperature measurements.
Based on GW polarization relations Ern et al. (2004) have
deduced an equivalent expression for GW induced temper-
ature amplitudes. They also note that for typical cases in
satellite measurements the deviation from the mid-frequency
solution (fωˆN ) is less than 10%, often much smaller.
In the mid frequency case GW pseudomomentum flux equals
GW momentum flux. For briefness we therefore refer below
only to GW momentum flux and give here the mid-frequency
solution:
(
FPx, FPy
) = 1
2
ρ¯
( g
N
)2 ( Tˆ
T
)2
×
(
k
m
,
l
m
)
(2)
where (k, l)=(2pi/λx, 2pi/λy) is the horizontal wave vector
of the GW, m=2pi/λz is the vertical wavenumber and λ the
wavelength in the respective direction. Further, T is the
background temperature, Tˆ the temperature amplitude of the
GW, N the buoyancy frequency, and g the gravity acceler-
ation. Thus, if one is able to determine the full wave vec-
tor and the temperature amplitude of a GW or the respective
wave vectors and temperature amplitudes of a superposition
of GWs one can infer GW momentum flux.
It sometimes has been claimed that GW polarization rela-
tions may not hold. If this were true in general, it would pose
an extremely serious problem, because almost all measure-
ments (cf. Sect. 4) and all GW parameterization schemes rely
on the polarization relations and linear wave theory (e.g. for
calculating the onset of GW breaking). However, to us no
stringent evidence for such claims is known. Instead, of-
ten more questionable assumptions on, e.g., the shape of the
wave spectrum have to be made, since the measurements are
insufficient to provide a full characterization of the GW. An
ILI combined with other methods (measurement and mod-
eling) could provide well-founded conditions for testing the
validity of linear wave theory as discussed in Sect. 3.
2.1 Main error sources for current estimates
The measurement geometry of infrared limb sounding and
how it affects GW remote sensing is discussed in detail by
Preusse et al. (2002). Here we only give a brief overview.
The geometry for one limb ray is shown in Fig. 2 using a co-
ordinate system with origin at Earth’s center. Note that we
use an aspect ratio of 1 between x and y axis. The instru-
ment views slightly downward towards the Earths horizon,
throughout the atmosphere and into space again. The ori-
gin of the radiation along the ray path is given in the upper
panel. For optically thin conditions, this weighting function
Fig. 2. Viewing geometry of a limb-sounding satellite. The up-
per panel shows the Gaussian-shaped weighting function along the
limb ray. The lower panel indicates sounding of a GW of 400 km
horizontal and 25 km vertical wavelength. The figure is up to scale.
Note that the phase fronts of the GW are curved and coaligned with
the limb ray to the left of the tangent point. For discussion see text.
takes a Gaussian shape of 200 km 1σ width (corresponding
to ∼500 km full width at half maximum). The radiance re-
sponse to the temperature disturbance by a gravity wave can
be estimated by convolving the temperature disturbance with
the weighting function. Accordingly, a fast alternating tem-
perature disturbance averages out and does not induce a net
radiance signal.
Around the location of the tangent point red and blue
curves indicate a GW of 25 km vertical and 400 km hori-
zontal wavelength. In a geophysical coordinate system us-
ing the local vertical as z-axis (the usual coordinate system
for analyzing waves) the phase-lines of this wave would be
straight lines. However, in an absolute coordinate system, as
in this plot, they are curved and partially coaligned with the
line-of-sight (LOS). This coalignment is the reason why limb
sounders can see GWs with horizontal wavelengths as short
as a few hundred kilometers at all (Preusse et al., 2002). In
particular, the coalignment is the reason, why the sensitivity
limit is at shorter horizontal wavelengths than even sophisti-
cated estimates of the horizontal resolution (von Clarmann et
al., 2009) let expect and therefore sensitivity estimates based
on the methods described by von Clarmann et al. (2009) have
to involve the full 2-D averaging kernel matrix.
By altering the downward viewing angle lines-of-sight
with different tangent altitudes are measured and vertical
profiles can be obtained. The vertical resolution is very fine
and the limiting factors are the geometry, the vertical sam-
pling and field of view. For infrared limb sounders vertical
resolutions of about 1.0 to 1.5 km are technical feasible.
By detailed radiative transfer and retrieval simulations as
well as approximate analytical expressions Preusse et al.
(2002) deduced the sensitivity of optically-thin limb sound-
ing for GWs. The sensitivity function estimated for the
CRISTA instrument is shown in the insert in the upper right
corner of Fig. 3a (reproduced by permission of American
Geophysical Union from Fig. 6b of Preusse et al., 2002). The
shown sensitivity function is based on full radiative-transfer
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Fig. 3. Schematic drawing comparing GW sounding by (a) current generation satellites as e.g. CRISTA and HIRDLS with (b) a future
ILI. The GW wave fronts are indicated by the light-blue shading, the satellite track by the dark-blue arrow, an exemplarily LOS in red, and
various tangent points for subsequent profiles in orange. We here have chosen an orientation where wave fronts and satellite-track are oriented
differently. The curved arrows from the LOS to the sensitivity function and further to the MF-equation as well as from the satellite track to
the MF-equation indicate the main error sources of conventional limb sounders (panel a): degraded sensitivity and missing knowledge on the
horizontal wave vector. For an ILI (panel b) backward view and dense along-track sampling result in the correct temperature amplitude; the
across-track information by the image is used to determine the full wave vector. A more detailed discussion is given in the text.
and retrieval simulations of monochromatic waves. The hor-
izontal wavelength given is the wavelength projected on the
line of sight λh,S , which is equal to or longer than the true at-
mospheric wavelength λh,GW of the GW. For approximately
plane wave fronts (as in Fig. 3) they are related by the angle
α between horizontal wave vector and LOS:
λh,S = λh,GW cos(α) (3)
At short vertical wavelengths the sensitivity is limited by
the vertical sampling of the CRISTA measurements, whereas
at short horizontal wavelengths the sensitivity is limited by
the radiative transfer along the limb ray. While the first can
be improved by new instruments, the latter is inherent to the
method.
Largest errors are caused for GWs with mid horizon-
tal and vertical wavelengths, e.g. horizontal wavelengths
λLOS=500 km along the line-of-sight and vertical wave-
lengths of λz=15 km, respectively. Such waves also have
a large potential for carrying momentum. For these wave-
lengths the limb sounder can detect the GW, but with a sen-
sitivity notably smaller than 1, i.e., the true amplitude is un-
derestimated. If this underestimation cannot be corrected,
the induced error for momentum flux can be a factor of two
or more, since momentum flux depends on the square of the
temperature amplitude (cf. Eq. 2).
The sensitivity discussion indicates: The most pressing
problem for estimating momentum flux from current-day
satellite measurements is that the input parameters to Eq. (2)
are not well known. This is further illustrated by Fig. 3.
The upper panel shows a typical GW observation by a con-
ventional limb sounder as, e.g., CRISTA or HIRDLS. The
light-blue shading in the background indicates the GW wave
fronts, and the wavelength of this wave is indicated by the
black bar. The satellite track from south-west to north-east
is given by the blue arrow. In our picture the satellite (in
blue) views to the rear and to the left, as is indicated by the
line-of-sight (LOS, red arrow). The measurement location
is associated with the tangent point (orange asterisk), which
is about 2000 km apart from the satellite. Note that the hori-
zontal wave vector (oriented along the black bar), the satellite
track, and the LOS all point into different azimuths in our ex-
ample. Of course, we had to choose some orientation of the
wave fronts and the satellite track for this sketch. In princi-
ple, all relative orientations can occur in reality. However, the
orientation shown is a rather typical one since preferentially
zonal winds frequently result in a preferential south-to-north
alignment of the wave fronts.
In order to calculate GW momentum flux the full wave
vector and the temperature amplitude must be known. The
vertical wavelength can be determined from the vertical pro-
files with good accuracy. More problematic is the horizon-
tal wave structure. Provided the profiles were sufficiently
dense sampled as the satellite moves on, one could infer the
horizontal wavelength along the track of the tangent points,
which is about the wavelength along the satellite track.
The sampling of the CRISTA instrument was 200 km
along track, and the along-track sampling of HIRDLS was
about 100 km. The sampling of these instruments is coarse
compared to the visibility filter of IR limb sounding. The
observational filter for CRISTA is inserted in the upper right
of Fig. 3a, which shows that horizontal wavelengths as short
as 200 km along the line-of-sight can be measured. From
this fact alone, aliasing effects due to undersampling of short
horizontal wavelength waves can be expected. In addition,
the wavelength along the LOS in our example (Fig. 3) is
longer than the wavelength along the satellite track. This
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Fig. 4. Multiple limb rays for an along-track sampling of 50 km and
vertical sampling of 5 km (i.e. 10 times less than envisaged for an
ILI) projected onto a GW of 300 km horizontal and 20 km vertical
wavelength. For details see text.
a) increases the aliasing problem and b) means that we can-
not correct for the reduced sensitivity. The latter problem is
schematically indicated in Fig. 3a by the pink, curved arrows
pointing from the wavelength along track to the sensitivity
function and then to the temperature amplitude Tˆ . In ad-
dition, we cannot infer from such data the horizontal wave
vector k but only the absolute wave number |ktrack| along the
satellite track. This value is, in general, lower than the true
wavenumber k of the wave, i.e., we can estimate only the ab-
solute value of the momentum flux, and this value will be in
general an underestimate. This problem is indicated by the
dark purple arrow pointing to k. A quantitative assessment
of these errors was given by Ern et al. (2004).
Figure 3b illustrates how these problems can be overcome
by infrared limb imaging. First, the LOS is now coaligned
with the satellite track. By using two-dimensional (tomo-
graphic) retrievals artifacts caused by the sensitivity func-
tion can be largely avoided. The observational filter for a
2-D retrieval is inserted in the upper right of Fig. 3b (details
of the retrieval are given in Sect. 2.2). As for the 1-D re-
trievals, only GWs with horizontal wavelengths longer than
about 200 km are detectable. However, inside the range of
GWs detectable by infrared limb sounding the sensitivity is
1, i.e. the amplitude is not degraded by the radiative transfer
and retrieval. This is schematically indicated by the green
arrows pointing to the sensitivity function and to the tem-
perature amplitude. We will further discuss the benefits of
2-D retrievals in Sect. 2.2. Second, imaging the dimension
across-track, the true horizontal wave vector can be deter-
mined. This benefit is indicated by the green arrow pointing
towards k. Imaging of the wave fronts will be demonstrated
in Sect. 3. Provided that the sampling along and across track
is optimized in compliance with the sensitivity function, all
main error sources for deducing GW momentum flux from
current-day satellite instruments (cf. Ern et al., 2004) can be
eliminated.
2.2 Two-dimensional retrievals
As explained in Sect. 2.1, the errors of GW momentum flux
crucially depend on the accuracy of the retrieved tempera-
ture amplitudes. Preusse et al. (2002) showed that the tem-
perature amplitude is, in general, degraded in conventional
retrievals, which assume spherical symmetry and neglect
the horizontal structure of the GWs. However, for a back-
ward viewing instrument with sufficient dense sampling to-
mographic methods can be used (Steck et al., 2005; Carlotti
et al., 2006). Figure 4 shows for a 50 km along-track and a
5 km vertical sampling distance limb-rays (the lines-of-sight
that would be obtained during the measurement) overplotted
on a schematic drawing of a GW with 300 km horizontal and
20 km vertical wavelength. For Fig. 4 we use a geophysical
coordinate system. In contrast to Fig. 2, the phase fronts are
straight lines and the limb rays take the shape of parabola.
Note that for a limb imager a vertical sampling of 500 m
is envisaged (Riese et al., 2005; Friedl-Vallon et al., 2006)
whereas we used a 5 km vertical sampling for Fig. 4, i.e. in
order to keep the single rays resolvable in Fig. 4, we reduced
the number of limb rays by a factor of 10. Still we see that
there are multiple intersections between the rays. This calls
for a two-dimensional, tomographic retrieval which inverts a
whole orbit segment at once. Based on the Juelich rapid spec-
tral simulation code (JURASSIC) (Hoffmann, 2006; Hoff-
mann et al., 2008) such a retrieval was implemented.
The tomographic retrievals discussed in this study are
based on the standard optimal estimation approach (Rodgers,
2000), providing the maximum-a-posteriori solution of the
inverse problem. A 2-D grid in the line-of-sight plane
with 50 km×1 km (horizontal× vertikal) sampling and bilin-
ear interpolations were chosen to represent the atmospheric
state. The measurement vector consists of 12.6 micron
radiances on a 50 km×500 m tangent point grid. The
measurement error convariance takes into account noise
(0.6 nW/(m2 sr cm−1)) as well as forward model errors
(0.3%, spatially uncorrelated). A first-order autoregressive
model is applied to determine the a priori covariance (20 K
standard deviation, 2 km vertical correlation length, 500 km
horizontal correlation length).
The code was tested on simulated measurements based
on European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts(ECMWF) data with 0.25◦ horizontal resolution. Com-
paring GW structures visible in ECMWF temperatures with
different kind of satellite data (e.g., Wu and Zhang, 2004; Wu
and Eckermann, 2008; Schroeder et al., 2009) several studies
have shown that ECMWF analyses contain realistic moun-
tain wave features.
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Fig. 5. Gravity wave structures in ECMWF (a) sampled with ILI geometry, and from a full simulation by (b) conventional, one-dimensional
and (c) two-dimensional retrieval. The differences in the lower row highlight that for (e) two-dimensional retrieval only noise is seen, but
that for (d) conventional, one-dimensional retrieval severe phase shifts are induced. For discussion see text.
In the current study we assume an ILI with 14 horizon-
tal viewing directions. The tangent points of horizontally
neighbored viewing directions are apart by an across-track
distance of about 24 km at their tangent points. In addition,
we assume a horizontal sampling distance of 50 km along
the satellite track and a vertical sampling distance of 500 m.
Simulated measurements for one of the 14 simultaneously
measured tracks are shown in Fig. 5. The upper row shows
temperature fields detrended by one representative profile.
For panel (a) the ECMWF temperatures were simply sam-
pled at the positions of the tangent points. This serves as a
reference of the true temperature distributions. In panels (b)
and (c) full simulations of the measurements including radia-
tive transfer, instrument parameters (e.g. noise), and retrieval
are shown. The lower row shows the differences between
the respective retrieval simulation and the reference. Two-
dimensional retrievals (panel c) can reliably recover the at-
mospheric structures and, accordingly, the differences given
in panel (e) show only noise.
For conventional, one-dimensional retrievals shown in
panel (b) this is different. Smaller structures as e.g. the
warm spot at 47◦ S, 29 km altitude are smeared out and the
tilted GW phase fronts are shifted in phase. This phase shift
is particularly emphasized in the differences in panel (d).
Such phase shifts are expected from GW sounding theory
(cf. Fig. 8 of Preusse et al., 2002) since the wave signal
stems from the leg of the parabola where the GW phases are
coaligned with the LOS, i.e. the phases do not correspond to
the tangent point, but are shifted to one side of the parabola.
This has very important implications for the interpreta-
tion of the measurements. Gravity wave structures deduced
from two-dimensional retrievals can be directly compared to
e.g. high resolution modeling since they represent the correct
phase structures. Gravity wave structures deduced from con-
ventional, one-dimensional retrievals display phase shifts. If
the GW is viewed by one instrument at a constant viewing
angle, they still can be used for inference of GW momentum
flux, since this requires only horizontal phase-differences,
not the absolute phase. However, if several instruments have
to be combined and the horizontal orientation of the LOS
changes, the induced phase shifts can vary and deduced hor-
izontal wavelengths and GW momentum flux values are, in
general, not reliable. The latter for instance might happen,
if several GPS radio occultation sensors were combined to
obtain sufficient dense sampling for GW momentum flux in-
ference.
3 Measurement-modeling comparison and gravity wave
source identification
Precise characterizations of GWs by an ILI will benefit GW
research in three ways. First, global climatologies of GW
momentum flux can be used for constraining global GW
modeling, for instance to tune the free parameters of a GW
parameterization scheme; second, direct comparisons be-
tween measured and modeled temperature structures can be
used to validate e.g. mesoscale modeling; and third, retrieved
GW parameters can be used to test concepts of wave propa-
gation and infer GW sources.
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3.1 Global constraints
For absolute values of momentum flux deduced from
CRISTA a very conservative error analysis indicates an error
range of about a factor of 5 (Ern et al., 2004), a more realistic
error estimate results in about a factor of 2. However, despite
these large errors CRISTA GW momentum flux estimates
still can be employed to constrain global GW modeling (Ern
et al., 2004; Ern et al., 2006; Preusse et al., 2009). In ad-
dition, GW momentum flux estimates from CRISTA-1 were
validated against balloon measurements and agree much bet-
ter than the error limits would let expect (Hertzog et al.,
2008). Using limb-imaging technique GW momentum flux
could be deduced with largely improved accuracy by elim-
inating all leading error sources listed in Ern et al. (2004)
(cf. Sect. 2.1) and would hence result in much more strin-
gent constraints for global GW modeling, including con-
straints on GW parameterization schemes such as designed
by Medvedev and Klaassen (1995); Hines (1997); Alexander
and Dunkerton (1999) or Warner and McIntyre (2001), and
GW source parameterizations for, e.g., mountain waves (Mc-
Farlane, 1987), frontal systems (Charron and Manzini, 2002)
and convection (Beres et al., 2004; Song and Chun, 2005).
In addition to increased accuracy an ILI can improve a
second issue of current GW climatologies. Analyzing un-
dersampled data sets from CRISTA or HIRDLS, one needs
to focus on the leading structure in terms of temperature
amplitude. However, these largest amplitude GWs are not
necessary the only important ones. High phase speed GWs
that have still small amplitudes in the lower stratosphere (the
observation altitude) might become important at higher alti-
tudes. The much denser sampling of an ILI provides far more
information on the larger amplitude structures. They hence
can be determined with higher accuracy and this should al-
low to subtract them and search for smaller amplitudes. This
would be a technique similar to the one we employ to isolate
GWs from planetary waves by subtracting zonal wavenum-
bers 0–6.
Two examples where this could prove to be important are
the tropics and the winter polar jets. The tropical GW fields
are dominated by large scale GWs of several 1000 km hori-
zontal wavelengths. These waves carry very small momen-
tum fluxes and, accordingly, a tropical maximum in GW po-
tential energy becomes a minimum of tropical GW momen-
tum flux when evaluating the CRISTA and HIRDLS data
(Ern et al., 2004; Alexander et al., 2008b). However, it strikes
odd that there should be no smaller scale GWs connected to
the rain bands of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ).
Are they really not present or just overlooked when analyz-
ing the large amplitude, large horizontal wavelength waves
in the tropics? An ILI could answer this question. Similarly,
in the strong polar jets at the edges of the winter polar vor-
tices the dominant GWs propagate westward, i.e. in opposite
direction to the wind velocity. However, the wind reversal
Fig. 6. ECMWF temperatures detrended by wavenumber 0–6
sampled on an ILI measurement grid for altitudes of 20 km (a),
25 km (b) and 37 km (c). At 37 km for three cases the GW prop-
agation direction was determined and sections along these lines la-
beled 1, 2, and 3 are indicated by black lines. Wave parameters
determined from these sections (see also Fig. 7) serve as input for
back-tracing of the GWs to their source altitude. The results are
shown in (d). For details see text.
at the mesopause can be caused only by eastward propagat-
ing GWs. Again, an ILI will help to identify these weaker
components.
3.2 Mesoscale modeling and GW resolving global
modeling
Gravity wave measurements from an ILI would be ideally
suited for model validation. A first model comparison was
performed by Preusse et al. (2002) (cf. Fig. 16) for a case
study of mountain waves over the southern Andes. The MM5
model was able to reproduce the amplitudes as well as the
phase structure of mountain waves measured by CRISTA
above Tierra del Fuego. More detailed comparisons were
performed for instance by Eckermann et al. (2006) validat-
ing a variety of numerical models by nadir viewing data from
the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU). The ca-
pability of the satellite instrument to produce horizontal maps
provides a view on the wave which is very similar to the
model results. This is a large improvement regarding the
localized profiles provided by e.g. radiosondes. There is a
second advantage of the satellite data. Recent work by Kim
et al. (2008) uses the AMSU data to validate GWs simulated
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Fig. 7. Vertical section along the black line labeled “1” in Fig. 6c.
From this section horizontal and vertical wavelength of the domi-
nant GW can be determined and used as input parameter for back-
ward ray tracing studies (see also Fig. 6). For details see text.
above a typhoon. Such severe weather events are an im-
portant source of GWs but prevent measurements by in-situ
techniques.
However, nadir viewing instruments are sensitive to long
vertical wavelength GWs (larger than about 12–15 km), and
in the stratosphere only. This is a serious limitation strongly
restricting the number of cases, since in the stratosphere such
events only occur in exceptionally high background winds
or for very high phase-speed GWs and are therefore rare.
The ILI, however, can view also the short vertical wave-
length waves and thus the bulk of those events. It should be
noted that in the cases described here the horizontal wave-
length would be sufficiently long to be also visible by a limb
sounder.
Recently also global models like ECMWF and the
KANTO GCM (Watanabe et al., 2008) have reached a spa-
tial resolution allowing them to explicitly resolve parts of
the GW spectrum. These global models are computation-
ally much too expensive to be used for climate prediction
runs, but based on case studies they can provide valuable in-
formation on the interaction of GWs with the background
winds without such tedious assumptions as purely vertical
and instantaneous GW propagation or neglect of wave-wave
interactions. Shortest horizontal scales properly resolved by
global GW resolving models are GWs with horizontal wave-
lengths of 200–300 km. However, even if the waves are re-
solved, the wave sources invoke much smaller scales and the
global models must be validated (cf. Preusse et al., 2008).
Some first intercomparisons have been performed, but they
are either limited on case studies (Eckermann et al., 2006)
or, though globally, they are restricted on comparing temper-
ature amplitudes (Schroeder et al., 2009). An ILI can provide
global and detailed information on the full range of GWs in
GW resolving GCMs.
3.3 Source backtracing
Nadir viewing instruments provide the horizontal propaga-
tion direction of GWs. However, their limited vertical resolu-
tion (λz>15 km) combined with their limited vertical cover-
age (25–40 km altitude) normally does not allow a full char-
acterization of the wave, since the vertical wavelength re-
mains unknown. A full wave characterization, however, can
lead to new insights in GW sources and GW propagation:
Figure 6 shows ECMWF temperatures detrended by
wavenumber 0–6 sampled on an ILI measurement grid for
altitudes of 20 km (panel a), 25 km (panel b) and 37 km
(panel c). At all altitudes we observe wavelike temperature
structures. At 37 km we have identified for three cases the
propagation direction (i.e., the direction rectangular to the
wave fronts) and made vertical cross sections along these
lines. An example is given in Fig. 7 which shows the ver-
tical cross section along the wave propagation direction of
the northernmost of the three wave events (cf. the line la-
beled “1” in Fig. 6c). From this section we can infer the
horizontal and vertical wavelength. Using also background
winds from ECMWF, we now can fully characterize the wave
and perform backtracing calculations shown in Fig. 6d. The
red, green and dark purple bars give the propagation direction
and horizontal wavelength at 37 km, 25 km and 3.5 km alti-
tude based on best estimates of the wave parameters for the
three examples. The color code of multi-colored traces gives
the altitude. Black traces show variations of ±5 degree in
launch direction and ±0.5 km in launch vertical wavelength,
which are realistic error ranges.
For the first case (case 1) we see that the wave is launched
with a south-west orientation but turns to a westward orien-
tation as we back-trace it to lower altitudes. Simultaneously
the horizontal wavelength becomes longer. This is exactly
what we observe also in Fig. 6b. At the source level (3.5 km
altitude) three of the backtraces are over the Andes, two very
close to coast over the sea. This together with the westward
orientation of the wave vectors (rectangular to the Andes and
along the main wind direction) is an indication for a moun-
tain wave. Even more clearly the second case can be back-
traced to orography and has a westward wave propagation
direction at source level. The third wave case is different.
Here we observe a wave of unclear origin, which is definitely
not a mountain wave. The obtained source position close to
the vortex edge (cf. also the temperature structure in Fig. 5)
suggests that this wave is generated, indeed, at this location,
however not by the orography but by strong wind shear or
geostrophic adjustment.
The discussed example shows that interpreting the ob-
served wave structures as monochromatic waves results in
physically reasonable interpretations. When an ILI really
will be flown in space, new custom-tailored analysis methods
will be generated for, e.g., analyzing spectra in along-track
and across-track direction, for fitting multiple waves and for
automatic detection of the wave parameters.
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4 Assessment of different techniques to measure
momentum flux
We have discussed so far the value of an ILI for GW research
in its own right. However, satellites are immensely expensive
research platforms and should therefore primarily be used to
gain information which is not easily accessible from other
measurement techniques. One immediate advantage of satel-
lite remote sensing is true global coverage at a reasonable
temporal resolution. A second advantage is that we can ob-
tain truly three-dimensional information on GWs in a wide
wavelength range. There are, however, also limitations. For
instance, gravity waves with horizontal wavelengths shorter
than about 100 km cannot be assessed. Gravity waves with
horizontal wavelengths between 30 km and 100 km could po-
tentially be important for conveying momentum from the
troposphere to the mesosphere. These scales are very dif-
ficult to address from space and due to a lack of global ob-
servations their true importance is unknown (Preusse et al.,
2008). However, we know from CRISTA and SABER obser-
vations that the momentum carried by the waves visible to in-
frared limb-sounding is considerable and might alone suffice
to drive the winds in the mesosphere (Preusse et al., 2006,
2009). A second issue already raised before is that we can-
not directly measure GW momentum flux, i.e., (u′w′, v′w′),
from space. Therefore we have to infer GW momentum
flux from temperature perturbations invoking GW polariza-
tion relations. How do such restrictions compare to other
techniques measuring GWs? How important is the new in-
formation for GW research? A true assessment of the value
of an ILI requires to compare the ILI measurements to other
measurement techniques.
On global scale the most important impact of GWs is to
couple different layers of the atmosphere by conveying mo-
mentum and driving atmospheric wind systems. Thus, true
constraints as required e.g. for general circulation modeling
can be deduced only from global datasets of GW momentum
flux including a large part of the GW spectrum and covering
a wider range of altitudes. At least the seasonal cycle and
the QBO should be resolvable. Assessing different measure-
ment techniques we should therefore consider the following
criteria:
– Direct GW momentum flux measurements
Direct measurements of (u′w′, v′w′) allow for direct in-
ference of GW momentum flux. In this way one has not
to rely on dispersion and polarization relations.
– GW momentum flux measurements
Though there is a number of climatologies based on
temperature or wind variances, CRISTA and HIRDLS
data show that global distributions of GW momentum
flux are very different (Ern et al., 2004; Alexander et al.,
2008b). Model results indicate that also the seasonal
cycle may be different. It is therefore very important to
infer GW momentum flux.
– Spatial coverage
We are most concerned in global effects of GWs, so our
data need to be global.
– Altitude coverage
The shape of the vertical wavenumber spectrum
changes with altitude. Waves important in the meso-
sphere may have very low amplitudes in the lowermost
stratosphere. The larger the altitude coverage is, the
more valuable is the measurement.
– Spectral coverage
Most measurement techniques can address only a cer-
tain part of the GW spectrum. The larger this part
is, the more valuable is the measurement. To assess
those waves which can convey momentum from the
troposphere to the mesosphere horizontal wavelengths
between 30 km and a few 1000 km and vertical wave-
lengths between 3 km and a few 10 km should be moni-
tored (Preusse et al., 2008).
– Temporal coverage
To quantify the effects of e.g. the annual cycle and the
QBO one needs to be able to resolve the annual and in-
terannual variations of GW momentum flux. For exam-
ple, GW momentum flux changes more than one order
of magnitude from summer to winter.
Having defined the criteria, we can now survey all techniques
used for GW research in the middle atmosphere in Table 1.
(For an overview of momentum flux studies from a variety
of different instruments see Preusse et al., 2008). It becomes
evident even from a first glance that all techniques are far
from being perfect.
Our first criterion is to which extent momentum flux mea-
surements and, in particular, direct measurements of the
wind fluctuations are possible. Table 1 shows that there
are only four techniques measuring GW momentum flux di-
rectly, i.e. measuring horizontal and vertical wind perturba-
tions. Research aircrafts, radars and lidars provide data sets
so limited that they can be used only for studying some GW
related processes but are not of use to constrain global GW
modeling at all (keep in mind that only few research aircrafts,
selected radars, and the best wind lidars are capable of mea-
suring GW momentum flux).
The second group of criteria aims at the spatial and tempo-
ral coverage required to assess the global influence of GWs.
Only satellites provide such global data at a reasonable tem-
poral resolution and coverage. However, only infrared limb
sounders so far have proven to be able to measure absolute
values of GW momentum flux. There is a case-study of a
mountain wave above South America (Wu and Eckermann,
2008) showing that amplitude, vertical and along-track hor-
izontal wavelength can also be deduced from AURA-MLS
measurements. In future it should therefore also be possible
to deduce absolute values of GW momentum flux from these
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Table 1. Comparison of all measurement techniques employed for assessing middle atmosphere GWs. Quantities which can provided or
criteria which are matched are marked by “+”, such which cannot are marked by “−”. For temporal coverage “0” indicates temporally
resolved data sets of several months length, but on campaign basis, i.e. no continuous multi-year data available. Particularly critical criteria
are highlighted in boldface. For IR limb measurements absolute values of GW momentum flux so far have been derived up to altitudes of
60 km. An extension of this altitude range to altitudes of 90 km (or even higher) should be possible without major difficulty. For discussion
see text.
u′w′ MFlux spatial coverage altitude range spectral coverage temporal coverage
In-situ:
radiosonde − + no ocean <30 km λz<10 km +
rocketsonde − + no ocean <50 km λz<10 km –
research aircraft + + few campaigns ca. 20 km λh<500 km –
super-pressure balloon + + polar vortices, equator ca. 20 km in future: + 0
Ground-based:
airglow imager − + order of 10 stations 86, 95 km λz>10,λh <100 km good weather
radar + + order of 10 stations <20; >70 km τ<10 h 0
lidar + + order of 1 station 85–100 km τ<14 h good weather
Satellite:
nadir − ? global 20–40 km λz>14 km +
GPS − – global 10–30 km λh>100 km +
microwave sub-limb − Abs.? global 15–70 km λz> 9 km +
infrared limb − Abs. global 15–60(90) km λh>100 km +
IR limb imager (ILI) − + global 15–60(90) km λh>100 km +
microwave measurements. This would nicely complement
the CRISTA and HIRDLS results because slightly shorter
horizontal scales are measured. A detailed assessment of
the benefits of combining several satellite measurements for
quantifying most of the spectral range of vertically propagat-
ing GWs is given by Preusse et al. (2008). Recently, Hori-
nouchi and Tsuda (2008) made use of a special constellation
of the six COSMIC satellites carrying GPS receivers. The
COSMIC satellites were launched into the same orbit and
several of these satellites remained close together for more
than half a year. In total a few thousand profile-coincidences
were found and some inferences about the horizontal wave
structures could be made, though aliasing effects as found in
CRISTA data were also obvious in the presented altitude-
distance cross-sections. Though an increasing number of
GPS receivers will be available in future, coverage will re-
main insufficient to deduce GW momentum flux, in particu-
lar since the wave must be sounded at the same LOS angle
(cf. Sect. 2.2).
In summary, none of the techniques can match all the cri-
teria. There are three techniques, however, which provide
detailed information on GWs and their momentum flux at
a good spatial and temporal coverage. These three most
promising techniques are radiosondes, super-pressure bal-
loons and infrared limb imaging. Compared to both in-situ
techniques the ILI can provide a better altitude coverage (up
to the stratopause) and true global coverage.
4.1 Radiosondes
Radiosondes provide accurate measurements of temperature
and horizontal wind with high vertical resolution. However,
due to the vertical detrending required to isolate GWs from
other atmospheric structures, and due to the limited altitude
range, radiosondes are limited in their vertical wavelength
range. Although often the peak of the vertical wavenum-
ber spectrum in the lower stratosphere is included, this is a
serious limitation for determining the GWs relevant for the
mesosphere (Preusse et al., 2008). Dense radiosonde net-
works are available for the United States of America and
Canada, Europe and parts of Asia, and Australia.
4.2 Super-pressure balloons
Super-pressure balloons are the only technique measuring di-
rectly the wind perturbations and intrinsic wave frequency.
The balloons are being continuously improved. So far
they have provided GW momentum flux analyses for a fre-
quency range corresponding closely to the wavelength-range
of infrared-limb sounding measurements, and the result-
ing GW momentum flux agrees very well (Hertzog et al.,
2008). In future they will also provide information on high-
frequency GWs close to the buoyancy frequency. Their main
limitations are the (for the stratosphere) low measurement al-
titude (<20 km) and their use only in campaigns. In particu-
lar, for political and safety reasons the balloons can be flown
in a self-contained air-mass, such as a winter or spring po-
lar vortex or in the tropics only. For technical and logistic
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reasons the balloons cannot be launched in mid-winter in
Antarctica. This prevents these measurements to be used
for whole annual cycle or QBO analyses (confinement in the
tropics is found only for QBO east-phase at flight altitude).
In addition, even in campaigns the number of balloons is lim-
ited and information must be deduced from single balloons.
Accordingly, the separation of GWs from the background
and their further analysis involves to describe the wind per-
turbations as a superposition of a few monochromatic waves.
4.3 Infrared limb imaging
True progress of GW research on the global scale therefore
must involve an ILI which is the sole instrument providing
GW momentum flux at good precision with true global cov-
erage throughout the entire seasonal cycle and QBO for a
wider altitude range. These measurements can be comple-
mented and validated against in-situ techniques such as ra-
diosondes and super-pressure balloons. Combining the pre-
cise characterization of the temperature structure with wind
measurements from in-situ or ground-based instruments, re-
liable tests of the GW polarization relation relating tempera-
ture and wind amplitudes would be possible.
5 Summary
In the recent years satellite measurements of atmospheric
gravity waves (GWs) largely contributed to scientific
progress in the field of GWs. The two most important
achievements were images of GWs from nadir viewing satel-
lite instruments and global estimates of GW momentum flux
from infrared limb sounders. Temperature signatures of GWs
modeled by mesoscale models and mapped by nadir view-
ers were compared in terms of the extent of the wave field,
the amplitudes and the propagation characteristics in a di-
rect and intuitive manner. In addition, satellites can measure
above severe weather events such as typhoons inaccessible
by in-situ soundings. Global fields of absolute values of GW
momentum flux were used to constrain global GW models
including GW parameterization schemes used in chemistry-
climate modeling. The logical next step is to combine the
advantages of the two techniques, i.e., the good vertical reso-
lution of infrared limb sounding and the horizontal mapping
capabilities of the nadir viewing satellites and generate truly
three-dimensional data fields of GWs. This can be achieved
by an infrared limb imager (ILI). The observational filter of
this measurement technique is sufficiently wide in vertical
wavelength to cover the entire range of vertically propagat-
ing GWs. In terms of horizontal wavelength a large and im-
portant part of the wave spectrum is resolved.
Infrared limb imaging of GWs opens many new opportuni-
ties for GW research. The regular sampling grid can be used
for simultaneous spectral analysis of vertical and horizontal
GW scales. In a multi-wave approach weaker GW signatures
can be isolated in the presence of dominating components.
Such approaches could be very important, since weaker GW
components may carry as much momentum as GWs having
large amplitudes but at the same time large horizontal wave-
lengths. This could be especially the case in the tropics. In
addition, eastward propagating GWs with unfavorable prop-
agation directions in the strong westerlies of the stratospheric
winter polar vortices are required for the wind reversal at the
mesopause. Furthermore, full wave characterization from the
3-D wave structures can be used for testing wave propagation
concepts and also to localize and characterize GW sources by
e.g. GW backtracing.
For all these kind of case-study like approaches an ILI pro-
vides novel information which in this form cannot be pro-
vided by any other measurement technique. If the full wave
characterization from the temperature structures is compared
to direct measurements of the GW induced wind perturba-
tions (u′w′, v′w′) measured by super-pressure balloons or
radars, GW polarization relations can be tested. In fact, abso-
lute values of GW momentum flux from CRISTA well agree
with in-situ measurements by super-pressure balloons.
In an assessment of all measurement techniques, an ILI
compares very favorable even for process studies. Statis-
tically valuable information can be gained by radiosondes,
super-pressure balloons and satellite instruments. However,
only an ILI can provide reliable global estimates of GW mo-
mentum flux for a wider altitude region over the whole sea-
sonal cycle required to assess the global effects of GWs.
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